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GOING! going.!! going! !! gone!!!! And with the last
word comes the dull thud of the hammer, and Old Father

Time, with a leer of satisfaction on his parched lips, has
knocked down another year to the score of those which are gone,
another stirring year of incident, another uneventful year of
routine, of successes anddisappointments: andnowheisstanding
with his hammer raised again, " for the last time" at.Sherborne
for many of us, to rap down our schooldays ; perhaps only for
" going,"-perhaps for" gone." O! old Father Time, relentless
man of business, stern auctioneer, knock us down gently when
it comes to our turn to say a long farewell to our Alma Mater! !

The Year just" gone over to the majority" has been, like
its 334 predecessors not without its disappointments, but also
not without its successes, among which we may perhaps be
allowed to point with modest pride to the second appearance
on our boards of a Gaisford Greek Verse Prizeman; H. H.
House having excellently followed the lead given him by E.
A. Upcott, a few years ago.

In cricket our XI. was a stronger one than we have had'
certainly since 1881, and it is worthy note that not on any
single occasion did a panic set in, and that the XI. were never
dismissed under a century. Nine matches were played, 3 won,
4 drawn, and 2 lost. The Clifton match resulted in a draw,
even enough" on the first innings but when Clifton went in a
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second time King and Cuyler hit tremendously, and-we draw
the curtain to keep out the cold!! Nepean's batting was
c9nsistently good throughout the season, and -Lester, Papillon,
and Fenwick all had good averages, while Stuart scored well
in the two innings he had. Smith, Sheppard, Nepean, and
Lester all bowled well in turn, and Collins proved a very
useful wicket-keep.

We now turn for a short space to Football, and here we
may chronicle a great success. \Ve are sure our readers will
agree with us when they hear that out of ten foreign matches
played during the last season we won seven, drew one, and lost
but two. This list, one would think, must satisfy those who
are hardest to please. The whole season through we had only
one goal and three tries scored against us, and one of those
tries was only got after a tough maul in goal. \Ve may safely
say that we owed our success last season to the exertions of
H. J. :M:ongan who captained the XV. with indefatigable zeal,
and we are very glad to be able to record that his efforts were
not in vain. We must again raise the old, old cry about the
place-kicking of the School. On looking over the list of matches
we see the School were once victorious by 3 goals and 7 tries,
and again by 4 tries. Thus out of a total of 14 tries, only 3
goals were kicked; tllis is certainly not a good average, and one
would think that with practice the place-kicking, a most
important part of the noble game of Football, might be im
proved. We have but five of last year's XV. left, but there is
an old adage, " There are as good iish in the sea as ever came
out of it," and we sincerely hope, and also rather flatter
·ourselves that this will prove true of nur team for the present
season.

\Vhat comes next? The Editor has the same task to go
over every year; q7lae quibus antefera1n? As we cast our
memory back over the past year amid the roars of applause
at the announcement of a Scholarship, the tumultuous shouts

...
\
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as one of oui half~backs deposits the ball between the posts,
the frantic clapping as the ball from one of our bats alights in'
the" little field," comes a gentler, sweeter sound that engros~es
our attention, as it undulates like a wave of melody over the
heads of the enraptured audience. ·What is it? Ah! the New
Organ in the Schoolroom; it all comes back to our memory now!
The Musical and-The Orchestral Society.

And a very successful year they have had, and very
enjoyable concerts have we listened to. vVe are not ourselves
wholly musical-forgive us Mr. Parker! but we marvel at the
melodies of the choir, and the intricate meanderings of the
orchestra which you lead with your magic wllnd-or bat6n
that is the. technical expression, is it not? and we wonder if
any other school can produce such a harmonious whole.

And now there is a new scene, and we hear a youthful
politician condemning the procedure of Parliament with
precocious eloquence, and anon are wafted "over the hills and
far away," where the Field Society is running wild with
mysterious green nets after cunning red admirals.

And then the dream breaks, and with waking comes
reality. A sorry Editor with a scratchy pen, and an empty
Editor's box. All the dream was of success; and can he carry
out his ideal all alone?

Will you think us-the" regal "-or rather" editorial"
plural-will you think us like a village Captain of a Cricket
Club going round during a match-lunch, with a tray for
subscriptions for the new pavilion, or a young lady at a dinner
producing a card for her Sunday School Library, if we drop
one grumble into the cup of praise? Bnt-are Shirburuians
unreasonable? It is easy enough to say that your paper is
uninteresting and not worth the buying, but does the School
suppose the unfortunate being who wields the fabled" editorial
pen" has no work but to write for their amusement, while one
or two letters is all he can expect from the School at large?
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Is it quite fair? Think before you answer: There: we have
had our privileged grumble: (forgive us, <. we are nothing, if
not critical.") And now we shall be glad enough to put the
pen and ink by and go off to the printer's. So farewell We
can only wish for every Shirburnian, "past" or "present"
young or old-the happiest, most successful year that his
wildest fancy can paint him, and finally that he will not
forget in his exultation the editor who wished him well, the
editor who sits alone in the cold with his pen, ink, and empty
sheet of white foolscap before him, groping in his invention
for "happy thoughts," and thinking of him-will help him,
and drop his contribution-prose or verse-fact or fiction-into

THE EDITORIAL BOX.
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ECHOES FROM THE STUDIES.

" TfThere ignorance is bliss, 'tis jolly to be wise."

Upon my word it's out again;
I say, do rake the coals together:

Just listen to that drenching rain,
Ah ! Sherborne weather!

That tablecloth is all in holes: .
Do make that fire, and please look sharp, it

Will-oh! I say why jerk the coals
Upon the carpet?

Well, how have you got on all day?
(Now do stop scribbling at your letter !)

And by-the-by d'you think V. A.
Is V.B's better?

And is it true you do Greek prose
And put in accents, well I never!

At us you'll soon turn up your nose,
You'll be so clever! !

Is Aristophanes so hard ?
And do you quite give up Gepp's verses?

Call Shakspeare " the immortal bard, "
And-what far worse is-

Do you stand conning by the step,
Give up your book thumb-eared and dirty?

And 'stead .of fifteen lines of rep,
Do you do thirty?

And is it true that if you make
False quantities, there's a commotion?

Why, goodness, how my shoes would shake
At your promotion!

Just draw the curtains, ugh! 'tis cold!
With deference to you, old buffer,

I'm jolly glad I'm as of old
An "awful' duffer."

Ill.
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MORNING.

The breeze is fresh on the sunny mountain,

The dew-drops bright on the red hill-tops;

And crystal clear from its moorland fountain

Murmurs the stream through the tangled copse :

Far away by the dimpled ocean

Wavelets lap on the sandy shore,

All things joy with a calm emotion
All rejoice that the night is o'er.

Night has ended her silent story,

Night has flown with her twinkling fires;

Morning breaks with a flood of glory

Sloping over the rocky spires:

Hail to the sun on his march returning,

Hail to the :radiant dome of heaven,

Hail to the day in silence burning

Slowly on to the purple even!

. Night has flown and a thousand voices

Echo the news o'er land and sea;'

Night has Hownand the world rejoices,

Nature wakes to new harmony;

Ove~ the mountain the winds are ringing

Softly brushing the dew-drops bright,

High in the heaven the lark is singing

All is joy for the death of night.
Y.E.S.
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CRICKET.
THE SCHOOL V. 'OLD SHIRBURNIANS.

This match was played on June 26th and 27th, the two days
following Commemoration. The past had a very strong eleven, won
the toss, and elected to bat. H. S. Crosby and Grenfell 'began the
venture, but with 14 scored, Smith sent the latter back to the
pavilion. Price and H. S. Crosby made a long stand; at 51,
however, Tracy caught the latter off Smith for a good 21. A. B.
Crosby, who appeared next, hit in the style which he has long since
accustomed us to expect from him, and when another catch by
Tracy secured his downfall, had put together 24-, consisting of a 4,
four 3's, three ~'s and only 2 singles. Third wicket for 9+. Before
the century was hoisted, however, three more wickets fell: Price
was bowled for a capital innings of 39, Forman caught at the
wicket, and Legatt clean bowled, all three wickets to Lester. Fourth,
fifth and sixth wicket for 99. With seven runs added~ Mayo
was run out, and at 109 Sheppard got rid of Kendle. Heathcote
and Whitehead made a short stand, raising the total to 125, and
Chilcott carried his bat for 18, eleventh wicket (there' being 12 a
side) for 149.

.Nepean and Heath opened for the School, both played well and
41 was the total when Forman bowled Nepean for 15. Two runs
later Lester retired, and at 45 Fenwick was stumped. Elton and
Heath made a useful stand aud 20 were added before Elton hid his
stumps with his leg, and was given out for a useful 12. Hill came
in, and then Heath was at last caught at the wickets, for a capital
innings of 33, containing three 40's, one 3 and four 2's. Papillon
joined Hill, who was soon bowled. 76-6-3. Broadbent and Papillon
then made a splendid stand, both played exr,ellently, and several
changes were tried, but it was not till 128 was totalled that Papillon
was bowled for a smart innings of 35, which was most serviceable

to his siue, his figures included two 4's, two 3's, and seven 2's. Tracy
stayed with Broadbent while another 20 were added, out of which
he scored 15. Sheppard and Broadbent was a long time together,
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and then Broadbent was caught for a really fine 46, the result of a

very long and patient innings, including among other hits a 6, and

four 3's. Collins soon succumbed, ~heppard taking out his bat for

22, a very useful contribution. Total 208.

The same couple went in again for the Past, and were not

separated till 50 was up, when Collins caught Grenfell at the wicket

for 15. Price followed, but at 75 was sent back by Smith for 14

and three runs later H. S. Crosby, was caught and bowled by the

same bowler for a free innings of 40. A. B. Crosby and Mayo hit

about all over the field for a good time, till Sheppard and Nepean

between them managed to dimiss the former for a well-hit 29. At

140 Lester bowled Heathcote, whose 18 consisted of a 5 two 40's

a three, and a 2. Kendle quickly hit up 12 before he was caught,

and Chilcott was leg-before at 171. Whitehead and Mayo then

made a very fine stand, and 60 runs were added before a good catch

by Fenwick ended Whitehead's career for a very merry 31, includ

ing two 5's, two 3's, and four 2's. The next two wickets did not

last very long, :Mayo remaining not out, for a brilliant innings of

70, one of the best, if Dot the best he has evp.r played on our ground.

The score was 258, and the match, of course, a draw. Score and

analysis:-
THE PAST.

40
15
14
29

70
7

12
18
31 .
7
3

12

absent .•
not out ••
b Broadbent .,
e :Nepean, b Broadbent
b Lester ••
e Fenwick, b Allis-Smith ••
l.b.w. b Lester
e and b Allis-Smith ••
Byes 3, leg byes 6, wides 2,

noballs 1...

SECOND INNINGS.

21 e and b AlliB-Smith .•
8 c Collins, b Sheppard

39 b Allis-Smith
24 e Sheppard, 1;> Nepean

FIRST INNINGS.

H. S. Crosby, e Traey, b Allis-Smith
J. S. G. Grenfell, b Allis-Smith ••
Rev. H. P. Price, b Lester
A. B. Crosby, e Tracy, b Lester
Rev. A. F. E. Forman, e Collins, b

Sheppard 2
H. H. 'V. Mayo, run out 1
H. 1tI. Leggatt, b Lester 0
G. R. Kendle, b Sheppard 9
J. C. Heathcote, e and b Sheppard •• 8
C. S. Whitehead, b Sheppard 10
E. W. Chilcott. not out 18
E. T. Whitford-Hawkey, b Lester 3

Byes 5, leg byes 1. 6

149 258
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15
33
1
o

12
3

35
46
15
4

22
1

21

208

Runs. Wickets.
41 2
21 0
50 4
32 4

59 2
66 2
61 6
27 0

1 1

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
PAST-1st INKINGs.

BaIls. Maidens.
64 1
36 3
72 0
48 2

THE PRESENT.

E. A. Nepean, b Forman •• .. ••
G. R. Heath, c Heathcote, c and b Crosby
J. B. G. Lester. c A. B. Crosby, b Forman
G. R. Feuwick, st Heathcote, b Forman
W. Eltou, l.b.w. b Forman ••
H. C. Hill, b A. B. Crosby .•
H. G. Papillon, b H. S. Crosby
A. C. Broadbent, b W.-Hawkey, b Forman
A. G. Tracy, b Forward ••
W. Allis-Smith, st Heathcote, b H. S. Crosby
A. ]',f. Sheppard, not out
H.'.T.:Collins.;b Grenfell
Byes 15, leg byes 4, wides 2 ••

W. Allis-Smith ••••.•••••••
G. R. Heath t

A. M. Sheppard .
J. B. G. Lester .

PRESENT.
H. S. Crosby 156 13
A. B. Crosby .••••. " •• •• •• 92 15
A. F. E. Forman .......... 176 17
E. T. Whitford-Hawkey.... 56 3
J. S. G. Grenfell •••••••••• 18 •; 3

Forman bowled 2 wides.

PAST.

SECOND INNINGS.

J. B. G. Lester .. • .. 72 4 44 2
G. R. Heath.... 46 5 37 0
W. Allis·Smith...... .. .. .. ~88 3 61 4
A. M. Sheppard .. .. • 64 0 43 1
E. A. Nepean........ 20 1 20 1
A. C. Broadbent 57 5 31: 2
G. R. Heath bowled a:wide and W. Allis·Smith a wide and a no ball.

THE SCHOOL V. CLIFTON COLLEGE.

This annual match was played on our ground on July 11th and
12th. The CIifton men arrived about 10 o'Clock, and play began
about 11.25. The mornmg was showery, but in the afternoon the
weather lifted, though the light was far from good all day.
Bradford won the toss; and naturally chose innings: he and Cuyler
being the first to appear, Nepean and Heath sharing the bowling.
Nepean began with a maiden, and in Heath's first over Bradford
was well held by Nepean before he had scored. 3-1-0. Wood
came in, but five avers later Heath cleaned bowled him for 4.
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Two wickets for 9. With Sandford and Cuyler together runs
came very slowly, and it was not till after a considerable interval
that Heath got his third wicket, Sandford being bowled for a
carefulg. Three for 23. King's arrival was the signal for Lester to
take the ball from Nepean,. that bowler having being despatched for
4 by the new comer. The score was exactly doubled before Lester
upset King's stumps, 4-6-4--11. J ohnston andCuyler now began to
treat us to a little of the Clifton hitting powers. Sheppard was tried
for Lester, a very expensive change, and Broadbent for Heath
without success. With go up Nepean was tried again, and dis
missed Johnston in his second over for 2g, a lucky innings, as he
had one or two lives from our field~rs. Fowler, to our surprise,
was taken by Smith at mid-on from the first ball he received
95-6-0. The next three wickets gave little trouble, Hinton was
splendidly caught and bowled high up by Nepean-a perfect
" gallery catch """"':Norbury was clean bowled by the same bowler,
and Whitehead prettily held at long leg just in front of the
pavilion by Papillon. Nine for 111. Mayo and Cuyler, who had
played excellently all through, made an awkward stand for us,
and 37 runs were added before Smith bowled Mayo for a plucky
11, Cuyler carrying his bat through the whole innings for 64-, a
very fine performance indeed, much too fine for Sherborne.
Nepean and Heath bowled with success, and Smith, whom we
think might have been tried more, was instrumental when he did
go on.

We commenced with Lester and Nepean, and scoring at first
was rather slow, both playing very cautiously. Lester scored the
faster, and both seemed thoroughly set when Lester received a
nastyblow on his foot, and Tracy came out to run for him. Soon
after, however, Hinton bowled him for a capital 24-, which was
most useful as a sound beginning of the innings, 3g-1-24-. Fenwick
joined Nepean, and began playing very carefully, and we had
hopes of their playing out time, but at 50 Fowler clean bowled
Fenwick, who had been at the wickets a longtime for 4-. Heath
came in, and amid dead silence prepared to receive his first ball,
but a very confident appeal from Johnston showed us we had
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another misfortune to face, as he was well secured at the wickets,
making three wickets down for 50. Broadbent appeared and hit

about merrily, and when stumps were drawn he and Nepean were
still in, Broadbent claiming 16 and Nepean 20 odd, in a score of
79. The next morning was very showery, and rain frequently
stopped play. After an array of maidens Broadbent was bowled
without any addition to the overnight score. Elton immediately
began to the tune of a +and two 2'S, but with one short of the

century Nepean succumbed to Fowler for a most patient and

praiseworthy 33, including- a +, two 3's, and six 2'S. Papillon
appeared, and Elton continued hitting, and 113 was totalled
before he was bowltid for a capital 21, made most opportunely
by some fine hitting. His figures included a +, a 3, and five 2'S.

AlIis-Smith joined Papillon, who was the next to go, caught at
point for 6..-Seven for 119. Sheppard and AlIis-Smith were
now associated, and everyone was in a tremendous state of
excitement as to whether we should lead Clifton on the first

innings. AlIis-Smith hit most pluckily, while Sheppard ikept up
his wicket, and 138 was the total before Smith was given out,
caught at the wicket-a decision which no one could understand,

as whatever the batsman might have hit-it was not the ball!
We were now only 16 behind, and our hopes of equalling our
opponents' first score were high. Tracy, who appeared next,
however, seemed determined to score at any cost, and accordingly

hit vigorously at a good straight ball, hit the air. while the ball
hit his wicket. CoIlins appeared, and after Sheppard had played

a maiden from l\Iayo, the new comer followed Tracy's tactics, and
Tracy's fate. T~n for 138. Sheppard carried his bat for a very

steady 7.

Shortly after 3 o'clock Clifton went in again, Bradford and
Cuyler again beginning the innings. Bradford was n:lt so easily
got rid of this time, and scored rapidly; The score was carried

to H, when Sheppard bowled him for 23. Shortly befort'

this Bradford, in making a late cut, damaged Collins' hand, and

he had to leave the WIckets, his place being filled by Nepean,

and subsequently by Fenwick. Sandford was immediately bowled
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by Sheppard, and we felt happier; but then came the- day of
vengeance. Cuyler and King hit our bowling everywhere, and

_decade followed decade at a wild pace, and it was not till 153

that Lester caught Cuyler for a fine 51, the second large total he
had made in the match. Wood joined Kingl and the pair were
together when stumps were drawn, King having scored 82 out of
a total of 172 for 3 wickets. The match was thus drawn, and
the draw did not altogether favour us. Scores:

CLIFTON COLLEGE.

FIRST INNINGS.

C. C. Bradford, c Nepean, b Heath.. 0
C. eu.vler, not out 64
C. F. Wood. b Heath.. 4
C. D. Sandford, b Heath 9
G. M. King, b Lester .• 11
R. H. Johnston, b Nepean 29
G. Fowler, c Smith, b Nepean 0
L. Hinton, c and b Nepean •• 3
F. R. Norbury, b Nepean 5
G. H. Whitehead, c Papillon, b Heath 2
E. G. Mayo. b Smith.. .. 17
Byes 2, leg byes 3, wides 3 .. 8

154

r SECOND INNINGS.

b Sheppard •• 23
c Lester, b Nepean .. 51
not out " 9
b Sheppard 0
not out •• 82

Byes 3, leg byes 3, wides 1 ~ 7

172

THE SCHOOL.

J. B. G. Lester, b Hinton
E. A. Nepean, b Fowler
G. R. Fenwick, b Fowler ••
G. R. Heath, c JohmtoD, b Fowler ..
A. C. Broadbent, b Mayo
W. EltoD, b Binton ••
H. G. Papillon, c Cuyler. b Fowler ••
W. Allis-Smith c .lohnston, b Fowler
A. :U. Sheppard, not out
A. G. Traey, b Fowler ••
H. J. Collins.b Fowler ..
Byes 1, leg byes 10, wides 1

24
33
4
o

16
21
6

15
7
o
o

12

138

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
CLIFTON COLLEGE.-FIRST h'NINGS.

Balls. 1>Iaidens. Runs. Wickets.
E. A. Nepean.............. 132 16 38 4
G. R. Heath 152 10 54 4
J. B. G. Lester........ 44 5 18 1
A. :M. Sheppard 20 0 18 0
A. C. Broadbent 28 2 14 0
W. Allis-Hmith............ 25 .. 2 .. 4 .. 1

G. R. Heath bowled 2, and A. M. Sheppard bowled 1 wide.
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• I

7
1
2
o

Wickets.Huns.

51
35
35
5

THE SCHOOL.

Balls. Maidens.

G. F.owler •••••••••••••••• 238 35
E. G. Uayo .. 128 16
L. Hinton 92 10
G. M. King 12 .. 1

E. G. Mayo bowled 1 wide.

CLIFTON COLLEGE.-SECOND INNINGS.

E. A. Nepean 72 2 35 1
G. R. Heath .•.•.•.•.••••• 72 3 40 0
A. :r.r. Sheppard............ 76 9 37 2
J. B. G. Lester 64 3 25 0
A. C. Broadbent 16 0 12 0
W. Allis·Smith............ 28 1 16 0

THE SCHOOL V. THE TOWN.

This match was played on the School ground on Thursday,
July 17th and resulted in an easy victory for the School. Lester was
fortunate enough in winning the toss, and decided to take
innings. Lester and Nepean going in first to face the bowling
of Florance and Cole. Runs came slowly but surely, till with the
total at 37, Lester was clean bowled by Browne for a well-played
23. Fenwick joined Nepean, and both punished the bowling;
Fenwick hitting very hard. The score was taken to 90 before a
separation could be effected, when Nepean was well bowled by
Lowndes, his innings of 33 being distinctly good. Heath was
the next to come in, but was soon caught by Seymour. Broad
bent followed, :but with the second ball he had, was clean bowled
by Franklin, in trying to pull a " long hop," I 0 1-.}-0. Stuart then
joined Fenwick, but on the score reaching 113 the latter was
bowled by FJorance, having reached the praiseworthy total of 44,
which included two fours, six threes, and four twos. Papillon
joined Stuart, and they were not par~ed until the score had reached
14-7, having added H during their patnership, Papillon being
bowled by Browne, having compiled a very useful 20, inclUding
one six and two fives. Elton followed and the first ball he got
he hit into some long grass at the bottom of the field, running
seven for it, but was only allowed six, "lost ball" having been
called. But after making 16 he was given out I.b.w. to
Cole, 169-7-16. Hill joined Stuart, wh.o a:!l this time had been
playing a very free innings, their partnership, however, was soon
broken, Stuart being caught by Cole for a good 28. AIlis-Smith
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23
33
44
2
o

28
20
16
7
4
5
5
5

192

"

THE SCHOOL..
J. B. G. Lester, b Browne
E. A. Nepean, b Lowndes
G. R. Fenwick, b Florallce .• .•
G. R. Heath, c Seymour, b Franklin
A. O. Broadbent. b Frallklin ..
P. 'V. G Stuart, c Cole, b Mayo
H. G. P~pillon, b Browne
W. 'V. Elton, tb.W., b Cole ..
H. C. Hill, c and b Mayo
'V. A.-Smith, c and b Mayo ..
A. ]\1. Sheppard, b Mayo
H. J. Collins, not out

Extraa

was the next to come, but after scoring 4- was c. and b. Mayo.
Sheppard followed but was soon disposed of by the same bowler.
CoIlins followed, and just had time to hit a five before Hill was
out, caught and bowled Mayo; the innings. closing for 192.

Mayo bowled very well for the Town, taking 4- wickets for 15 runs"
The Town then went in but, owing to the excellent bowling

of Sheppard, who was well backed. up by the brilliant fielding
of EIton, their innings closed for a small total of 4-+; none of
them reaching double fig~res, the highest score being seven which
was made by Ffooks. The Town being 14-8 runs behind had to
"follow on;" their second display being no better than their
first, three wickets having fallen at the call. of ".time" for 23,
out of which Woolmington, by a great effort, managed to make
9. Thus they were left with eight wickets to fall and 126 runs

to make, to save the single innings defeat. Appended is the
scoreand analysis.

THl!: TOWN.
FIRST INNINGS. SECOND l~NINGS.

J.Ffooks, st. Collins, b Lester 7 c Stuart, b Smith 0
Capt. K. Browne, c and b Sheppard•• (}

H. Clarke, b Sheppard . • •• 3 not out 3
R. Florance, c Elton, b Sheppard (}

A. P. Irwin, c Elton, b Sheppard •• 5 not out 4
R. Seymour. hit wicket, b Nepean •• 3
J. Woolmington, b Sheppard .. 2 c Broadbent, b Smith 9
G. Cole, c Fellwick, b Nepeal). 4
G. Lowndes, c Elton, b Sheppard 0
'tV. S. Mayo, not out .. 4 c Elton, b Smith 3
Rev. E. Lallgley, b Nepean 1
H. Franklin, absent '.' 0

Extras 3 Extras 4

44 23



Runs.
43
33
6

28
15
27

5
17
16

Oriaket.

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
THE SCHOOL.

FIRST INNINGS.

Balls.
R.~Florance 95
J. Cole 75
A. Irwin _....... 15
Capt. Browne ' , 45
,V. S. Mayo 30
H.Franklin. . . . •• . • •• .• •• •• . .65
J. A. Woolmington 10
Rev. E. Langley 40
G. ·R. Lowndes .••••••••.•• n •• 25

THE TOWN.

FIRST INNINGS.
Balls Run.

J. B. G. Lester 80 13
A. lII.'Sheppard 100 23
E. A. Nepean 25 4

SECOND. INNINGS.

15

Maidens. Wickets.
5 1
1 0
1 0
1 2
1 4
3 2
0 0
2 0
2 1

Maidens. Wickets.
9 1
9 6
2 3

W. A.-Smith 30
G. R. Heath.... 30

10
9

1
3

3
o

BATTING AVERAGES,

.Batsman. No. of Times lIIostin an Most in a Total Average.Innigs. not out. Innings. Match Runs

J. B. 'G. Lester .............. 11 ..... O· .. 64 .. 88 . .. 234 21.3
E. A. Nepean................. 11 0 ... 82 .. 93 408 37.1
G. R. 'Heath ............... 11 0 33 ... 33 125 1104
G. R. Fenwick ............... 11 1 44 44 174 17.4
H. G. Papillon ............... 10 0 35 53 .. 183 18.3
A. C. Broadbent ........ \ .... 11 1 46 46 III 11.1
H. J. Collins, ... ............. 9 2 14 14 28 4
W. A.Smith" ......... . '0' 8 .. 0 24 24 60 7.4
W. Elton •••••••••• 0 •••••••• 11 0 34 34 .. 155 14.1
A. ]\1. Sheppard ............ 8 .. 2 22· 22 66 11
P. W. G. ~tuart ... " ..... 2 1 28· .... 28 56 .56

·Not out.

BOWLING :AVERAGES.
Name.

J. B. G. Lester ..
E. A. Nepean ..
G. R. Heath· .
A. O. Broadbent ..
'-\V. A. Smith ..
A. ]\1. Sheppard ..

-Balls.
807
685
633
411

.354
621

Maidens•.
65
33
42
30
16
32

Runs.
306
345
349
212
178
299

Wickets.
17
25
12
7

17
23

Average.
16.14
13.20

29.1
30.2
10.8

13
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CHARACTERS OF THE XL

J. B. G. LESTER (capt.)-An excellent captain, a good left
handed bat; hits well to the off, but did not come up to his
last year's form. A good left-hand bowler, and fine field·
at coverpoint. Has left.

E. A. NEPEAN.-The best bat in the XI., has a very strong
defence, and good judgment. Punishes hard on the off,
and cuts nicely. Seldom fails to make runs. A good
bowler, with plenty of break both ways. Has left.

G. R. HEATH.-As a bowler did not come up to last year's
form, but on his day is difficult to play. Improved greatly
as a bat, hitting very hard, especially to the on. An
energetic field.· Is leaving.

G. R. FENWICK.-A very safe and steady bat, was not very
fortunate in the middle of the season, but came on with a
run at the end. Is leaving.

H. G. PAPILLON.-An extremely hard hitter all round, with
lots of confidence. Should practice forward play more.
A splendid field anywhere: either out in the country or at
long leg.

A. C. BROADBENT.-A very painstaking bat, has played several
good innings; wants confidence at times. A good change
bowler, and good longstop.

H. J. COLLINS.-Not very successful as a bat, though he cuts
well. Kept wicket for the team this season, in which
capacity he acquitted himself very well.

W. ALLIS-SMITH.-A poor bat, but a good left-hand bowler
with considerable break from the off, and very puzzling on a
sticky wicket.

W. ELTON.-A hard hitting bat, greatly improved, and rendered
great service towards the end of the season in the fielding
department..
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A. M. SHEPPARD.-A fair bat and bowler. Slow and sleepy in
the field. Has left.

P. W. G. STuART.-As a bat has greatly improved, plays very
straight and freely, and takes great pains. A fair field.

THE CONCERT.
The 80th Concert of the Musical Society took place on

Monday Evening, July 28th. Despite the inclemency of the
weather the room was well filled. As usual at the end of the
Summer Term, a number of old voices were heard for the
last time; and we hear the Musical Society feels their loss
this term to a great extent. 'Ve hope that new blood, or
perhaps we should say new lungs, will assist in keeping the
choir up to the high standard it has hitherto maintained. vVe
feel we shall be calling down the wrath of hundreds on our
heads in selecting for particular criticism that£eature in our
concerts which is generally supposed to be perfection. But
was there not possibly a little too much Organ Solo in the
last concert? Is there not a tendency to alter the character
of the concerts by subordinating vocal music to instrumental?

The concert opened with Spohr's beautiful anthem, "As
pants the Hart," which was well sung by the choir, though
in places they somewhat drowned the rendering of the solo
by Fiske. Mr. Parker then gave an Organ Solo, which we
all enjoyed. Mozart's" Ave Verum " was exceeding well sung
the light and shade being especially noticeable, the Organ
supplying an exquisite accompaniment. The selection
from Gounod's "Faust" was bright and pretty, each of th~

instrumentalists acquitting himself most creditably. Mr.

Parker played a beautiful Barcarolle of Sterndale Bennett's
which was greatly appreciated. Mr. Hodgson was vocifero~sly
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r'
encored for his singing of "I am a Friar," the audience at
the end of the room being greatly taken with the runs which
occur in the chorus. A little more practice would have greatly
improved the rendering of the chorus from "Fidelio" which
was not a success.

The gem of the evening was an exquisite Violin Solo by
Mr. Donkin with Organ Obbligato by Mr. Parker; the band,
which we were surprised not to have heard earlier in the
evening, finished a most enjoyable Concert by playing a 'lalse
from" Patience" which was well given, but for our part we
should have preferred some more classical composition.

We append the programme:-

1. SOLO & CHORUS .,. "As pants the hart" ... Spohr.

Solo: Fiske.

2. ORGAN SOLO, Sonata No. 2 ...
Mr. Parker.

JJlendelssohn.

3. CHORUS "Ave Verum" '" lrlozart.

Singelee.

4. SELECTION from Gounod's "Faust" for four Violins and
Piano ... Henry Farmer.

Cole, mi., Cole, ma., Eyers, Groves, ma., and Mr. Regan.

5. QUARTET ... "Ecco quel fiero is dante" Sir Michael Costa.

Fiske, Taylor, tert., Nepean and Perch, ma.

6. ORGAN SOLO, Barcarolle from 4th Concerto.
Mr. Parker. Sir Sternclale Bennett.

7. VIOLIN SOLO, Selection from Verdi's Rigoletto
Eyers.

8. SONG ... " I am a Friar of orders grey" Reeve.
Mr. Hodgson.

9. CHORUS of Prisoners" 0 what delight," (Fidelio) Beethoren.

Solo: Nepean and Perch.
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10. VIOLIN SOLO (with Organ accompaniment), Adagio from

Concerto in D minor Spohr.
Mr. Donkin.

11. DUET "Beware" ... Balfe.
Mr. Whitehead and Mr. Hodgson.

12. ORGAN SOLO
Mr. Parker.

13. BRIDAL CHORUS .. .'; Faithful and True" ... (Lohengrin)
Wagner.

14. VALSE " Patience" Sir Arthur Sullivan.

AULD LANG SYNE.

GOD SAYE THE QUEEN.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Shirburnian.

REFORMS FOR THE ATHLETICS.

DEAR SIR,

Permit me through the medium of your columns to make an appeal
to the School in general, as it concerns the junior as well as the senior
members of the School. What I ask is :-cannot the standard of
the Athletic Sports at 8herborne be raised somewhat 1 'Ve really
ought tu be ashamed to let them pass by year after year as we do
without taking the slightest interest in them, except that one then
has the chance of carrying off a few prizes. but that surely is a poor
recompense when the name of the School in the" Athletic" line is at
stake. The sports in fact are in a deplorable state at present, there is

no attempt at training whatElver: the truth is nobody has the pluck to
go down changed to the field every day and run half-a· mile or so
perhaps, or practise jumping and the" Bung."
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: ~ow I venture to propose that the Games Committee might
exercise their powers here by organising a course of "Field-days,"
days on which all who take any interest in our Sports, or wish to
improve their running or jumpiug, could turn up and be " timed"
for the diff{Jrtmt races by any member of the Committee or· Sixth, who
may be present; the courses should all be marked out, at least three
weeks before the Sports day, in order to allow for this, and at any
rate one, if not two " Field-days" should be held every week; by
so doing our" times" and jumps would be greatly improved, for
in this, as in other cases, "Practice makes Perfect."

, A propos of training, I don't mean to infer there ~hould be any
restriction in diet, on the contrary. a School boy who is growing
needs all the food (and by food, I mean regular meals) he can get to
strengthen him. But I am, I am afraid, encroaching on your space
which may be limited, and therefore must conclude, hoping that
this subj~ct·may obtain the consideration of the Captain of the
Games and the Committee before next year's Sports come off.

I am, Sir,

Yours etc.,

A TRE-MEXDOUS OBSTRUCTION.

DEAR 1fR. EDITOR,

Why have not steps been taken about the removal of that tree
which is always behind the bowler's arm and belongs to the Alms
house Authorities 1 If the.}' object to its removal on account of the
expense, why should not a subscription be starteu on the upper
ground to defray that cost, and thus ensure its downfall before next
Season 1

Yours truly,

SECOND ELEVEN.
Sherborne, 'September 26th, 1884,
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HOUSE CAPS.
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DEAR SIR,
As now the football is coming on again, might I be allowed to

offer a suggestion viz., in respect to the house caps. :M:igh~ not those
who had the honour of being in the house XV. in former years have
some distinction from the rest of the house 1 :M:ight I suggest a
velvet cap with a tassel; it would not only look prettier, but also be
more comfortable to the wearer than the feeble caps of the present
day. This would also benefit the football of the house, who would
play up harrier and thereby benefit the School in general. I am
certain the fellows gaining this distinction would put up with the
slight extra expense. Apologising for having used so much of your
valuable space.

. Yours etc.,

A CAP.

THE TEN:iIS COURT,

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

Would not some settled arangements in regard to my use be a
great boon to my lovers 1 A" tennis board" with times from 8-9
and 1.30-4. would be of use with the following rules :-1. "That
play be only allowed in the afternoon on off football days and till
3 p. m. on half holidays." 2. "That a four be allowed in preference
to a prior application by singles." 3." Names to be posted at 8
a.m." Hoping the Games Committee will consider my proposal.

I am,

THE TENNIS COURT.
October 1st, 1884.
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EVENING DREAMS.

How often in the sun-set

Have I watched the changing sky,

Have I thought a sea of azure

In its distant depths to lie.

And entranced by the glory

Of the sinking lord of day,

With a fond imagination

Have I made its ripples play.

And the cloudlets have been islands

With a beach of yellow sand,

And the far away horizon

The first dim glimpse of land.

But anon a narrow sunbeam

Upon the sand would play,

And then the islet melted

In a seething line of spray.

Then soon the shades of evening

Ever swept my dream away,

And prepared me for the sternness

Of another earthly day.
L.
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DEBATING SOCIETY.

ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH.-A meeting was held in
the Sixth Classroom at 8.20 a.m. A. Waugh, Vice-President,
resigned, and proposed as President A. G. Aldous, who chose
as his Vice-President, F. S. :M. Bennett, and Secretary, J. H.
Perch. Private business was then transacted.

ON SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4TH.-A debate was held in the
Sixth Classroom at 7 p.m. Subject:" That the character of
Oliver Cromwell is worthy of our highest approval." Proposed
by H. C. Hill; opposed by A. Waugh.

For. Against.
H:C. Hill (3) A. Waugh (3)
A. C. Broadbent (3) C. H. Salisbury (2)
A. G. Aldous (2) A. S. Littlewood (2)
F.,S. M. Bennett (3) N. P. Jaffrey
H. Connop (2) W. G. Boyd
J. H. Perch (2) F. E. Warner
C. 1\1. Adamson (2) E. J. Stroud
C. L. 111. Fenn C. H. Bardswell
E ..Hill P. H. Parken

A most spirited debate: especially considering it was the
first of the season. The speeches were on the whole very well
delivered, and with considerable confidence; new member8,
especially, speaking up very well. The opposition won by 13
votes to 9.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8TH.-A meeting was held in the
Sixth Form Classroom to consider the revision of the rules.
The entire code was brought under consideration, and amend
ments made by the Cabinet: N. P. J affrey, A. Waugh, C. H.
Salisbury, C. S. Bundock, and E. Hill. The subject for the
following debate was also re-considered.

SCHOOL NEWS.

Our chief School news this time is not news; but the sad
duty of chronicling those who left us last term, and in their
leaving the School left places of importance in it to be filled

by other, let us hope, no less. worthy hands. There left us
then last term; of the XI :-J; B. G. Lester (captain for two
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years), E. A. Nepean, and A. M. Sheppard. Of the XV:-H.
J. Mongan (captain), H. O. Hancock. O. Perch, N. F. Hanker,
H. B. Low, and B. W. Burnside. Of the VIth. : N. F. Hankey,
(Oaptain of the School), J. B. G. Lester, E. A. Nepean, J.
Penney, H. W. Gee, R. Lownd~s, H. J. Mongan, H. O. Hancock,
F. B. Phillips, W. A. Newman, G. E. W. Highmore, O. T. Ko
Prevost, A. G. Tracy, and T. E. Harries.

We have just received the welcome news that A. N.
Whitehead has been elected to a Fellowship at Trinity Oollege,
Oambridge, in his first year. This distinguished honour has
not been obtained since Mr. Forsyth's time, some 50 years ago.
We cannot congratulate him sufficiently on the string of
honours he has bestowed on his old School.

Two new Masters have joined us this term. H. V. Weisse,
Esq. takes Mr. Cleminshaw's place; while J. Moore Esq. fills
the vacancy caused by Mr. Chirol's leaving.

The Games Committee has been arranged as follows:

G. R. Heath A. G. Aldous W. H. G. Southcomb
G. R. Fenwick H. A. Gray A. S. Littlewood
H. G. Papillon N. P. J affrey E. J. W. Houghton

The Library is being floored with the old oak from the
Town Hall. When finished it will be a great improvement.

vVe understand that Mr. Wildman's House will be ready
for habitation probably after the Christmas holidays.

A. G. Aldous has been appointed Oaptain of the Football.

The Editors beg to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of
Subscriptions from the following: F. W. Galpin, E. Tanner,
A. A. Coutache, H. B. Low, G. E. W. Highmore, .A. B. Orosby,
B. Were, H. V. Weisse, and J. O. Blandy.

And also the following contemporaries: The Reptonian,
The Grey Friar, Ul1tla, Carthusian, Raclleian, Wellingtonian,
JJlarlburian (93), Felstedian, Eastbournian, Rossalian (93), The
Lily.


